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“Embrace the glorious mess
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ABSTRACT
UTAMI, WILMA ENDAH. (2019). The Translation of Literary Elements of
“Tidak Ada New York Hari Ini” Poems Collection in Its English Version: A
Study of Equivalence and Strategy. Yogyakarta: Department of English Letters,
Faculty of Letters. Universitas Sanata Dharma.
This undergraduate thesis analyzes the translation of literary elements
especially those which are found in three selected poems of “Tidak Ada New
York Hari Ini” poems collection book written by M. Aan Mansyur, which is used
in a famous Indonesian movie entitled Ada Apa Dengan Cinta 2. There are many
kinds of literary elements in poem and it is challenging to translate a poem
because it is not only translating the choice of words and the literary elements in
it, but also to transfer the emotions and thoughts of the poet.
There are two problems to lead the discussion in this study. The first is to
find what types of equivalences in the English translation of the literary elements
in three selected poems in M. Aan Mansyur’s poems collection book “Tidak Ada
New York Hari Ini”. The second is to analyze the applied strategies in English as
the target text (TT) in M. Aan Mansyur’s “Tidak Ada New York Hari Ini” poems
collection book. The theory of equivalence is from Newmark’s and the translation
strategies for poetry translation are based on Lefevere’s theory.
This study employs the library research method and uses translation
approach. The data analyzed in this study consists of literary elements which are
imagery, personification, and tone in the three selected poems of M. Aan
Mansyur’s “Tidak Ada New York Hari Ini” poems collection book. Those three
selected poems are “Tidak Ada New York Hari Ini”, “Di Depan Lemari
Pendingin”, and “Aku Ingin Istirahat”.
As the result of the analysis, based on Newmark’s theory of equivalence,
there are two types of equivalences in this study. They are communicative and
semantic equivalences. From 52 data found in those three selected poems, there
are 30 communicative equivalence and 22 semantic equivalence. According to
Lefevere’s strategy found in this study, the first strategy is literal translation,
second is blank/free translation, and interpretation translation. The result shows
that there are 21 data using literal translation, 4 data using interpretation
translation, and 27 data using blank/free translation.
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ABSTRAK
UTAMI, WILMA ENDAH. (2019). The Translation of Literary Elements of
“Tidak Ada New York Hari Ini” Poems Collection in Its English Version: A
Study of Equivalence and Strategy. Yogyakarta: Program Studi Sastra Inggris,
Fakultas Sastra. Universitas Sanata Dharma.
Skripsi ini menganalisis terjemahan elemen sastra terutama yang
ditemukan dalam tiga puisi terpilih dari buku koleksi puisi “Tidak Ada New York
Hari Ini” yang ditulis oleh M. Aan Mansyur, yang digunakan dalam sebuah film
Indonesia yang terkenal berjudul Ada Apa Dengan Cinta 2. Ada banyak jenis
elemen sastra pada puisi dan menerjemahkan puisi adalah hal yang menantang,
karena tidak hanya menerjemahkan pilihan kata dan elemen sastra di dalamnya,
tetapi juga untuk memindahkan emosi dan pikiran penyair.
Ada dua rumusan masalah dalam penelitian ini. Pertama untuk
menemukan kesetaraan terjemahan pada terjemahan bahasa Inggris di elemen
sastra dalam tiga puisi terpilih dari buku koleksi puisi M. Aan Mansyur “Tidak
Ada New York Hari Ini”. Kedua untuk menganalisis strategi dalam bahasa Inggris
sebagai teks sasaran (Tsa) dari buku koleksi puisi M. Aan Mansyur “Tidak Ada
New York Hari Ini”. Teori kesetaraan menggunakan teori Newmark dan strategi
terjemahan untuk terjemahan puisi berdasarkan dari teori Lefevere.
Penelitian ini menggunakan metode pustaka dan menggunakan pendekatan
penerjemahan. Data yang dianalisis pada penelitian ini terdiri dari elemen sastra
yaitu citraan, personifikasi, dan nada dalam tiga puisi terpilih dari buku koleksi
puisi “Tidak Ada New York Hari Ini” yang ditulis oleh M. Aan Mansyur. Tiga
puisi terpilih itu adalah “Tidak Ada New York Hari Ini”, “Di Depan Lemari
Pendingin”, dan “Aku Ingin Istirahat”.
Hasil dari analisis, berdasarkan teori kesetaraan terjemahan dari Newmark,
ada dua jenis kesetaraan terjemahan dalam penelitian ini. Dua jenis itu adalah
kesetaraan komunikatif dan semantik. Dari 52 data yang ditemukan dalam tiga
puisi terpilih, ada 30 kesetaraan komunikatif dan 22 kesetaraan semantik. Menurut
strategi Lefevere yang ditemukan dalam penelitian ini, strategi pertama adalah
terjemahan harfiah, kedua adalah terjemahan bebas, dan terjemahan tafsiran.
Hasilnya menunjukkan bahwa ada 21 data yang menggunakan terjemahan harfiah,
4 data menggunakan terjemahan tafsiran, dan 27 data menggunakan terjemahan
bebas.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

A.

Background of the Study
Translation have taken a crucial role in human communication, including

in providing access to important texts, for example scholarship and religious
purposes. The term translation itself has several meanings, it can refer to the
general subject field, the product of the text has been translated or the process of
the act of producing the translation or known as translating. The process of
translating between two different written language is involved the translation that
is changing an original text on source text (ST) into a written text or target text
(TT). This also applies to other types of text, including literary work.
There are three genres in English literary work, one of which is poetry.
According to Klaurer, “the term ‘poetry’, goes back to the Greek word ‘poieo’
that has meaning ‘to make’ or ‘to produce’, indicating that the poet is the person
who ‘makes’ verse.” (1999, p. 28). In this book, he also said “genre of poetry is
often subdivided into two major categories that is narrative and lyric poetry.” (p.
29). The difference between narrative and lyric is the narrative poetry includes
genres such as the epic long poem, romance and ballad, and tell the stories with
clearly developed, structured plots. Besides, the lyric poetry is the shorter poet
that focus of the following comments, which is mainly concerned with one event,
impression, or idea.

1
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Poetry usually expresses the feelings and ideas that usually have
figurative language, sometimes with a specific rhyme and rhythm that used in the
words, and poetry also written line by line. The use of words is chosen carefully
by the writer. There is also message that the writer is trying to put in poetry,
which not everyone can understand and get the meaning of it, because the words
that have been chosen usually have their own meaning.
Poetry is often thought as hard to understand, because it is complex.
According to Stephen, he states that “if poetry is thought of as being complex, it is
partly because of the writings of certain authors, partly because of its use of
several specialised techniques, and partly because it tends to condense and
compress experience and comment, making it perhaps the most concentrated form
of literature.” (1984), p. 69).
Besides of its complexity, the purpose of poetry is to entertain the reader.
But there is a language barrier when the source text (ST) cannot be enjoyed by the
target text (TT) readers. Translation helps to overcome this problem. This
research is to enrich the translation research and to understand the equivalent
types and translation strategy in literary elements.
However, translation is interesting because it can reach TT readers
although it is not fully able to deliver the literary elements in ST. As exemplified
in the following:
Source text

di depfan lemari pendingin

Target text

inside the fridge
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The translation shows that the translator changes the word from ST “di
depan” into “inside” which has meaning “di dalam” in ST and does not choose
“in front of” in TT which is the equivalent for “di depan”. He uses “inside”
preposition to make it more blending with the poem’s meaning. This phenomenon
intrigues the researcher to conduct this study. Poem translation needs not only
equivalence but also some considerations to make it contain literary values,
although sometimes they change the meaning of the ST.
M. Aan Mansyur is an Indonesian poet who writes poem including his
poems collection book “Tidak Ada New York Hari Ini” that has been translated
into English by John H. McGlynn into “There Is No New York Today”. This book
is in collaboration with Indonesian’s movie Ada Apa Dengan Cinta 2 after the
first Ada Apa Dengan Cinta, that takes poem from Rako Prijanto who is one of
Indonesian literature. The researcher uses Mansyur’s three selected poems: “Tidak
Ada New York Hari Ini”, “Di Depan Lemari Pendingin”, and “Aku Ingin
Istirahat” that have been translated into “There Is No New York Today”, “Inside
the Fridge”, and “I Want to Rest”. The reason for using this three poems is
because the literary elements of these three poems are most prominent. Besides,
the first poem “There Is No New York Today” is one of the fourth poems that has
been read in the movie and chosen as the title of the collection book.
The translator, John H. McGlynn is an American editor and translator.
According to his biography written by wordswithoutborders.org, he with his
friends founded the Lontar Foundation with the aim of promoting Indonesian
literature and culture to the world through the translation of Indonesian literature.
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McGlynn is the translator for “Tidak Ada New York Hari Ini” translated into
“There Is No New York Today” poem collection book. When the researcher met
him at Seminar Translation that held at Sanata Dharma University on September
1, 2018, and asked some questions about his experiences process when he was
doing the translation version, he said that “translating poetry is never as easy as
we think, I tried my best to do it. Some ‘souls’ would be lost, but that is the
challenge—to conquer the barrier is also to lose its value somehow. I don’t have
any kind of consideration when I did the translation, but what I think is only for
the TT reader’s understanding, for what is the author’s meaning through his words
and poems”. The researcher also asked about what is his strategy in translated the
poem, but he said that he did not use any kind of specific strategy, he only thinks
what if he is the reader for the translated poem, would the readers understand the
meaning and he looks after for the best choice of words of the translation so its
equivalence enough and understandable of the translated poem. Then, the
researcher tries to relate the translated poems to Lefevere’s strategies for poetry
translation, to try to look at the results for the study.
Particularly in the poem, also there are many kinds of literary elements
can be found, such as imagery, metaphor, personification, and others. Therefore, it
is interesting and challenging to observe how such literary elements can be
transferred equivalently to another language, in this case, English.
From the book that is written by M. Aan Mansyur, there are two versions
of “Tidak Ada New York Hari Ini” and “There Is No New York Today” poems
collection book. It is compiled in one book and the translation of ST is placed
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right beside the original text. However, as it said above, there are many kinds of
literary elements. Just because it is not the main focus for this study, it does not
mean it is not there. In this research, the discussion of literary elements translation
is focused on the imagery, personification, and tone only, because those three
elements are obvious and prominent in Mansyur’s poems from the first read.
Then, it is interesting and challenging to find out more about them.

B.

Problem Formulation
Based on the background mentioned earlier, there are two problems used

for the next analysis of this study. The problems are formulated as follows:
1.

What types of equivalences are found in the English translation of the
literary elements in three selected poems in M. Aan Mansyur’s poems
collection book “Tidak Ada New York Hari Ini?”

2.

What strategies are applied in the translation of the literary elements in
three selected poems in M. Aan Mansyur’s poems collection book “Tidak
Ada New York Hari Ini?

C.

Objectives of the Study
The objectives of the study are, first, is to find out the equivalence in

English translation of literary elements in the three selected poems in M. Aan
Mansyur’s “Tidak Ada New York Hari Ini” poems collection book using
Newmark’s theory and second is to reveal the strategies applied by the translator.
The strategy examination is based on the translation strategy theory by Lefevere.
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D.

Definition of Terms
Imagery. According to Madden, “imagery is a mental picture prompted

by words.” He means that word which can create a mental picture because it
appeals to our senses. It is not only visual, but it also allows us to use sense, like
gustatory and olfactory. (2002, p. 62)
Personification. Enrich from Barnet, he mentions that “the attribution of
human feelings or characteristics to abstractions or to inanimate objects is called
personification.” He explains that personification is to give human characteristics
or qualities to something not human. (1993, p. 461)
Tone. According to Gill, he states that “tone is a term that is both
specialised and general. What creates tone is the way the words work, it can be
described in a specialised language. However, it is also a part of that more general
vocabulary about thoughts and feelings because it refers to the emotional
colouring of language.” (1995, p. 14)
Translation Strategies. According to Venuti, he indicates that
translation strategies "involve the basic tasks of choosing the foreign text to be
translated and developing a method to translate it." He employs the concepts of
domesticating and foreignizing to refer to translation strategies. (2001, p. 240)
Equivalence. According to Newmark, says that there are two types of
equivalence, semantic and communicative translation. He explains that
communicative translation attempts to produce on its readers an effect as close as
possible to the readers of the original. Meanwhile, semantic translation attempts to
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render, as closely as the semantic and syntactic structures of the second language
allow, it is the exactly contextual meaning of the original. (1981, p. 39)
.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

In this chapter, there are three main parts: the review of related studies
discussing literary translation and translation strategies from other research
publications and journals, the review of related theories helps to elaborate the
analysis in chapter IV, and the theoretical framework is showing how the theories
applied help to answer the problem formulations.

A. Review of Related Studies
1. Sharif and Khameneh’s International Journal for Teachers of English
(2015) “A Model for Translating Poetry Based on the Lefevere’s Theory
on Poetry Translation and Dastjerdi’s Model”
This article examines the comparison of its application in the English
translation’s poem based on Lefevere’s theory and Dastjerdi’s model. It also
examines the Dastjerdi’s model for poetry analysis. A model for Sepehri’s poems
has been selected as a case study of this research.
The similarity between this journal with this present study is using the
same model which is Lefevere’s theory on poetry translation. What make this
study different from Sharif’s is the object and the way it compares Lefevere’s
theory and Dastjerdi’s model on poetry translation.

8
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2.

Chrisadiya’s Undergraduate Thesis (2016) “The Translation of
Idiomatic Expression in J.K Rowling’s Harry Potter and The
Sorcerer’s Stone: A Study on Equivalence and Translation
Strategies”
Chrisadiya’s undergraduate thesis is about idiomatic expression both in

ST and TT and it is analyzing applied translation strategies, and then finding the
equivalent between them. The objects of this study are idiomatic expression in J.K
Rowling’s Harry Potter and The Sorcerer’s Stone.
As it stated, Chrisadiya is not only analyzing what translation strategies
applied for the object, but also, she is finding the equivalent between them. In
order to analyzing applied translation strategies, she uses Mona Baker’s theory
and for analyzing the equivalence she uses Nida’s theory.
The presents study is similar in dealing with the topic that is translation
strategies and equivalence, but the differences are found in the object and also in
the theory that the researcher uses for each problem.
3.

Qomariah

and

Thahara’s

Article

(2016)

“The

Analysis

of

Personification Translation in The Novel Angels and Demons”
This journal analyzes the personification translation with focusing in the
technique of translation using Molina and Moentaha’s theory and the quality of
the personification translation using Nababan’s theory. The object of this research
is a novel written by Dan Brown entitled Angels and Demons.
The similarity between this journal with this present study is using the
same element which is personification that includes in one of three literary
elements of this present study. The differences are the object and the method of
applying the analysis, in this journal Qomariah and Thahara is analyzing the
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quality of the personification translation meanwhile the researcher is analyzing
equivalent and translation strategy.

B.

Review of Related Theories

1.

Theory of Translation
According to Nida and Taber, “translating consists in reproducing in the

receptor language the closest natural equivalence of the source language message,
firstly in terms of meaning and secondly in terms of style” (1969, p. 12). It means
that translating a text does not only reader translate the words, but also translating
its style and its grammar because translating literally word by word from ST to TT
can lead its meaning to confusion.
Furthermore, Newmark (1981, p. 72) explains that translation is a process
of rendering meaning of a text into another language in the way that the author
intended the text. In short, when a text is translated, the meaning of it should be
same with the author’s aim.
2.

Theory of Imagery
According to Abrams, he says that imagery is taken collectively from

“images” that is used to signify all the objects and qualities of sense perception
referred to in a poem or other work of literature. He also says that “the term image
should not be taken to imply a visual reproduction of the object denoted; some
readers of the passage experience visual images and some do not; and among
those who do, the explicitness and details of the pictures very greatly.” (2009, p.
151) In other words, imagery appears to refer to the recreation of any kind of
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experiences. The images appear in the poem’s readers mind to reflect a cognitive
process by human being when they are describing things that happen in the
events. In understanding literary work, especially poem, finding images through
imagery happens because images are the pictures in readers’ mind that may be
shaped by the poet through the language, which is utilized to diction and rhetoric.
In terms of the senses involved in interpreting the images presented,
Sayuti divided imagery into 6 (2002, p. 174-175), they are (translated):
a) Visual Imagery, refers to images which involve the eyes to see.
Example: Black and white photographs.
b) Auditory Imagery, refers to images which involve the ears to hear.
Example: Whatever it is I choose to talk about.
c) Kinesthetic Imagery, refers to images which involve the body movement.
Example: I embrace myself.
d) Thermal Imagery, refers to images which involve skin to touch.
Example: You are the fever in my mind.
e) Olfactory Imagery, refers to images which involve the nose to smell.
Example: The smell of my father’s shirt.
f) Gustatory Imagery, refers to images which involve what we taste.
Example: I steep a cup of coffee.
3.

Theory of Literary Translation
According to Lefevere, he says that “it is impossible to analyze the

product without a fair knowledge of the process, but if the historical eclipse of
translation studies is to be reversed, it will have to be through analyses of the
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product in its total cultural context, combined with the extremely topical question
of power and manipulation such an analysis bound to raise.” (1992, p. 134)
meaning to say that translating a literature does not only translate word-to-word
but also translate its culture and history of the source. In other words, literary
translation employs the historical and cultural elements contained in the text.
Moreover, Hermans states “handbooks on literary criticism almost
universally ignore the phenomenon of literary translation; literary histories, even
those that cover more than a passing reference to the existence of translated texts.”
(1985, p. 7) It means that literary translation cannot ignore its histories and
references in its process. In other words, literary translation is concerned to the
literary histories that cover more than the existence of the translated text’s
reference.
4.

Theory of Equivalence
According to Newmark, says that there are two types of equivalence,

semantic and communicative translation.
“Communicative translation attempts to produce on its readers an effect as
close as possible to that obtained on the readers of the original. Semantic
translation attempts to render, as closely as the semantic and syntactic structures
of the second language allow, the exact contextual meaning of the original.”
(1981, p. 39). In other words, communicative equivalence is conforming to a
particular register of language and tending to under translate or known as close as
the TT’s style translation. Meanwhile, semantic equivalence is literal, stick to
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structure of ST, and rely on the exact contextual of ST and have the faithful
characteristics’ such it’s usually use in religious text and legal text.
From the Newmark’s statement above, it has similar interpretation with
Bassnett (2002, p. 34), it lays an emphasis on the special problems of semantics
and on the transfer of semantic content from SL or TL. It should be seen from the
way the translations take place, the translation must be located within the specific
cultural-temporal context which just adjusted with where the TL is located.
Equivalence results from the relation of the semantics and what it stands for. The
translation equivalence can be measured this way.
5.

Theory of Translation Strategies
According to Lefevere (2015), he views poetry as a unified context in

which the form, content and aesthetic issues are mutually mixed but all of the
issues have their own value. Translating a poetic text is more difficult than
translating other types of text because poetic text has imaginative powers of
expression and specific values called aesthetic and expressive values. These are
the lists of his strategies:
1)

Phonemic Translation
Source text

Puisi adalah tur yang jauh dari rumah.

Target text

Poetry is a tour far from home.

This method aims to imitate the ST sound or meaning to say, it attempts to
reproduce the SL sound in the TL meanwhile at the same time, it is producing an
acceptable paraphrase of the sense. However phonemic translation on the whole
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rarely achieves an acceptable rendering of the SL sound in the target text, so that
it is positively harmful to concentrate on sound alone. Example:
2)

Literal Translation
The emphasis is on translating each word of the ST comparatively than

giving the meaning of each expression or sentence using words that sound natural
or as known as word for word translation. Example:

3)

No. Data

Source Text

No. Data

A3/ST/Z3/N4

Kubayangkan diriku
tidur di pelupuknya

A3/TT/Z3/N4

Target Text
I imagine myself
sleeping on its
eyelids

Metrical Translation
This offers an easy way to remain as faithful as possible to the original

where is the reproduction of the SL metre. Each word has its own specific stress
patterns and unique linguistic-phonetic systems, a translator who is using this
method will result in an inappropriate translation in term of meaning and
structure. Example:

4)

Source text

Target text

Tahukah\ kau bahwa\ kau indah\

Do not you\ know you are\ beautiful\

Poetry into Prose Translation
Prose translation is meant to reproduce the ST poem in another literary

genre different in form, ignoring the rhyme, and the metre of ST and TT. This
method will result in the loss of some the sense, communicative value, and syntax
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of the ST. Example of “Di Bandara Hari Itu” translated into “At the Airport That
Morning” used poetry into prose translation strategy:
Source text

Target text
In the doorway you’re struck mute. The
blue sky, cold and fierce: a sea so deep
and thirsty. Imbibing what remains of
your clear and trembling body. I pull my
cowardly self far away from the shore.
Farther, ever farther for fear of being
dragged in by the waves and drowning.

Kau tertegun di muka pintu.
Udara biru,
dingin dan buas:
laut yang dalam dan haus.
Meminum habis tubuhmu
yang bening dan gemetar.
Aku menarik tubuhku
yang pengecut menjauh dari pantai.
Menjauh.
Menjauh.
Aku takut terseret ombak
dan turut
tenggelam.

5)

Rhymed Translation
This method emphasizes the transfer of the rhyme of the original poem

into the translation in the TL. This implies the translator has to rhyme the
translation according to the schemes of the TL to create a poetic effect on the part
of its reader in TL. The example is shown in the following:
Source text
Target text

6)

Hari ini tidak pernah ada.
Kemarin tidak nyata.
There is no today.
The unreal was yesterday.

Blank/free Verse Translation
Lefevere sees blank verse in attempting to produce a translation with the

stylistic qualities of the TL culture. This implies that blank verse translation is
finding the proper equivalents in the TL with a proper semantic result. Example:
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7)

No. Data

Source Text

No. Data

Target Text

A1/ST/Z2/N7

Kau yang panas di
kening

A1/TT/Z2/N7

You are the fever in
my mind

Interpretation Translation
This strategy aims to make a complete change of form. A translator who

chooses to interpret the ST may resort to paraphrasing the original lines of the
poem then creating a new poem depending entirely on the content of the ST or the
translator tries to retain the substance of the original poem and makes changes in
the form only. Example:
No. Data
A3/ST/Z2/N1

Source Text
Bagaimana cara
menyembunyikan
dirimu dari diriku?

No. Data
A3/TT/Z2/N1

Target Text
How can I heal
myself of you?

The researcher tries to practically apply these seven strategies into the
study to find out which one is used by John H. McGlynn as the translator of the
three selected poems in “There Is No New York Today” poems collection book.

C.

Theoretical Framework
There are five theories applied in this research which are theory of

translation, theory of imagery, theory of equivalence, theory of literary translation,
and theory of translation strategies. The first theory, theory of translation, is to
help the researcher understand the meaning of translation that it is not only
translating the words or dictions but also translating its style and its grammar. In
other words, it is transferring the author’s aim that is written in ST, so it can be
accepted by the readers in TT. The second theory is theory of imagery, is to help
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the researcher to comprehend the meaning of imagery and type of imagery that
helps the researcher to classify the imagery found in the data. The third theory is
theory of literary translation, which to explain what is meant by literary
translation and how it affects the translated poems in the TT by using theory of
equivalence and translation strategy. Next is theory of equivalence, that explains
what kind of equivalence according to Newmark and analyzes what type of
equivalence that is used in the selected poem. The last theory which theory of
translation strategies discuss about what seven translation strategies by Lefevere
are and which kind of strategies might be applied to analyze these poems.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

A.

Areas of Research
The area of research of this undergraduate thesis is literary translation

since it deals with literary elements in three selected poems in Mansyur’s “Tidak
Ada New York Hari Ini” poems collection book and its English version “There Is
No New York Today” translated by John McGlynn. This research focuses on the
translated text to find the analysis of literary translation in literary elements,
which is imagery, personification, and tone. Each line in target text is observed to
find its literary elements and analyzes the types of equivalence in its literary
elements in the source text, then determines the translation strategies applied.
However, according to Williams and Chesterman (2002. p. 12), they say that
translation studies, as a new discipline characterised by trans-culture and crossdiscipline, lacks its own theoretical and methodogical tradition and thus needs to
incorporate theories and research methods from other disciplines such as
linguistics, psychology, education, and cultural studies.That is to say, translation
studies cannot be stand alone, it still needs other theories and methods to support
the results of it and in order to do that, translation studies include any other kind
of subjects that still relate either to the background or content of the translation
studies itself.

18
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B.

Object of the Study
This undergraduate thesis talks about the study of literary elements, such

as imagery, personification, and tone in English translation of three poems in
Mansyur’s “Tidak Ada New York Hari Ini” poems collection book, which are
“Tidak Ada New York Hari Ini”, “Di Depan Lemari Pendingin”, and “Aku Ingin
Istirahat” that have been translated into “There Is No New York Today”, “Inside
the Fridge”, and “I Want to Rest”, and talks about the equivalences also the
translation strategy. Thus, the actual focus of this study is the target text, which
the translated version. The data that has been collected as the object of this
research are dictions of literary elements found from each line of those three
selected poems, both in English and Indonesian versions. The data is provided in a
form of sentence from line to line in every stanza of those three poems.

C.

Method of the Study
This study applies two kind of method. The first is library research that is

used to analyze the object of the study because of the parts of this analysis in this
study is using written text as references, such as articles, books, journals,
dictionaries, theses, and also online references. This method helps the researcher
to collect and support the data that want to be provided in this study, and later it
also uses to help the researcher to support the statements in this study. The second
is comparison method in order to compare both data, which are literary elements
from the ST and TT, so that the researcher can analyze the applied strategy and
the equivalent between them.
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D.

Research Procedures

1.

Types of Data
“Tidak Ada New York Hari Ini” poems collection book is one of M. Aan

Mansyur’s book published by PT Gramedia Pustaka Utama in 2016 consisting of
78 pages, translated by John H.McGlynn and it is written in two languages which
the ST is written on the left, and TT is written on the next page of its ST. The
objective data to analyze in this research is imagery, personification, and tone
from each line of three selected poems found in Mansyur’s “Tidak Ada New York
Hari Ini”, both in English and Indonesian versions. The data is provided in a form
of sentence that contain the three literary elements from line to line in every
stanza of those three poems. There are 52 data of literary elements from each line
collected.
2.

Data Collection
The first step in collecting the data in the research was reading both ST

and TT poems. The data collection for the ST and TT was done manually by
highlighting each line from each stanza of those three selected poems which are
“Tidak Ada New York Hari Ini”, “Di Depan Lemari Pendingin”, and “Aku Ingin
Istirahat” that have been translated into “There Is No New York Today”, “Inside
the Fridge”, and “I Want to Rest”. When all the data were collected and compiled,
it was time to categorize them into their types. The categorized data were then
coded as follows:
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Table 1. Example of Data Coding
No Data
A1/ST/Z1/N1

Source Text
Tidak ada New York
hari ini

No Data
A1/TT/Z1/N1

Target Text
There is no New York
today

The code can be read as follows:
A1: Poem 1 (“Tidak Ada New York Hari Ini”—“There Is No New York Today”)
A2: Poem 2 (“Di depan Lemari Pendingin”—“Inside the Fridge”)
A3: Poem 3 (“Aku Ingin Istirahat”—“I Want to Rest”)
ST: source text (Indonesian version)
TT: target text (English version)
Z: number of stanza
N: number of data from each stanza
3.

Population and Sample
The populations of this study are each line of each stanza which contains

imagery, personification, and tone in three selected poems in “Tidak Ada New
York Hari Ini” translated into “There Is No New York Today”. The total
population is 52 data each of which is included imagery, personification, and tone.
There are 15 data purposively selected from the population to be analyzed. They
were chosen not based on the amount of data but to represent each form of those
English translations of literary elements.
4.

Data Analysis
The data were analyzed, first, by highlighting each line that includes in

imagery, personification, and/or tone from each stanza of those three poems both
in ST and TT. The left side is from ST which is Indonesian and the right side is
from TT which is English, the translation of ST. Then each poem is categorized as
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A1, A2, or A3 to differentiate them based on the title. Next, Z shows the number
of which stanza is from. And N shows the number of data from each stanza. The
same thing used in the TT, that is why the differentiation only in the way it is
written in ST or TT to show which text the data taken from and then last column
is types of equivalence to identify the equivalence based on Newmark’s theory
used in each line of poem.
Table 2.1 Example of Equivalence Type Analysis
No Data
A1/ST/Z1/N1

Source Text
Tidak ada New
York hari ini

No Data

Target Text

Types of
Equivalence

A1/TT/Z1/N1

There is no New
York today

S

A1 shows the first poem entitled “Tidak Ada New York Hari Ini” from
ST in the Z1, the “1” is to show it is from first stanza and N1 to show it is from
the first number from the first line, then the same number is used of the first line
from the TT. Meanwhile, the differentiation from the target text is only the code
“TT” that stands for target text, because the researcher compares both versions.
For the types of equivalences column, it is written with “C” for communicative
translation or “S” for semantic translation. And it continues to the next number,
stanza, and different poems.
The second analysis is basically the same, the difference is in the last
column which stands for translation strategies types of Lefevere’s seven
translation strategies that applied in each line of the poem. There are 3 different
code, “L” for literal, “F” for free, and “I” for interpretation translation. And it
continues to the next number, stanza, and different poems until the last data.
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Table 2.2 Example of Strategy Type Analysis
No Data
A1/ST/Z1/N1

Source Text
Tidak ada New
York hari ini

No Data

Target Text

Types of
Strategy

A1/TT/Z1/N1

There is no New
York today

L

Then after the researcher put all of the data in the table, the researcher
analyzes types of equivalence in the English translation of the literary elements in
three selected poems in M. Aan Mansyur’s poems collection book “Tidak Ada
New York Hari Ini” based on Newmark’s theory and finds what strategies are
applied in the English translation of the literary elements in three selected poems
in M. Aan Mansyur’s poems collection book “Tidak Ada New York Hari Ini”
based on Lefevere’s seven strategies for poetry translation.
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

There are two parts contained in this chapter. The first part is to answer
the first problem, which is to find out the types of equivalences in English
translation of the literary elements in three selected poems. In order to find out the
types, the researcher uses Newmark’s theory of equivalence.
After finding out the types of equivalences, the researcher tries to see
what translation strategies are applied in the English translation of the three
selected poems in Mansyur’s poems.

A.

The Equivalence Types Applied at Translation of Literary Elements

in “Tidak Ada New York Hari Ini” into “There Is No New York Today”
In this first section the researcher focuses on analyzing the equivalence
types applied in the translation of literary elements. According to Newmark (1981,
p. 39), there are two types of equivalence, they are communicative and semantic
equivalence. A communicative translation happens when TT produces the effect
as close as possible on ST. Meanwhile the other type, semantic translation,
attempts to render, as closely as the semantic and syntactic structures of TT, the
exact contextual meaning of the original.
In this research, there are three literary elements to be analyzed. They are
imagery, personification, and tone. Based on the data, the type of literary element
translation in the three selected poems are divided into communicative and

24
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semantic equivalence based on Newmark’s theories. Therefore these three data
that listed on the chart:
Table 3.1. Chart Result Types of Equivalence

30

Aku Ingin Istirahat
25
20

Di Depan Lemari
Pendingin

15

Tidak Ada New York
Hari Ini

10
5
0

Communicative

Semantic

Based on the data on the chart above, the most equivalence of literary
elements translated in “There Is No New York Today” poem collection book is
communicative equivalence. From total 15 selected data there are 10
communicative equivalence and 5 semantic equivalence.
The following list is the further explanation of Newmark’s theory and the
result of data classification:
1.

The Communicative Equivalence of Literary Elements in “Tidak Ada

New York Hari Ini” into “There Is No New York Today”
According to Newmark (1981), communicative translation happens when
TT is produced and sends an effect as close as possible to the readers on ST. It
can be said that the translation is written and expected to be understood which at
the end also give certain effects towards the readers. In addition, communicative
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equivalence also more focuses on the naturalness of the translation and TT reader
understanding to keep the meaning of the text itself (1981, p. 38).
In this section, the researcher includes samples of communicative
equivalence of imagery, personification, and tone in each poem. The following list
is the further explanation and the result of data classification:
a.

Imagery
No. Data

Source Text

No. Data

Target Text

Types of
Equivalence

A1/ST/Z2/N7

Kau yang panas
di kening

A1/TT/Z2/N7

You are the
fever in my mind

C

From this line, “panas” is translated into “fever”. According to KBBI,
the definition of word “panas” is “terasa seperti terbakar atau terasa dekat
dengan api; bersuhu relatif tinggi.” Based on OALD, “fever” means “a medical
condition in which a person has a temperature that is higher than normal”.
In this context, “panas di kening” means an illness or “I” is in unwell
condition because “I” thinks about his past, which at the end makes him to be sick
and ghosted. It covers by “fever in my mind” as a communicative translation
because it denotes the ST to a condition where the thought makes the individual
becomes sick or having fever.
No. Data

Source Text

A1/ST/Z4/N5

Aroma kemeja
ayah dan senyum
perempuan
yang tidak
membiarkanku
merindukan
senyum lain.

No. Data

Target Text

Types of
Equivalence

A1/TT/Z4/N5

The smell of my
father’s shirt.
The smile of a
woman
who will not
permit to pine
for a different
smile.

C

The word “aroma” is translated into “smell”, which according to Kamus
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Besar Bahasa Indonesia (KBBI), means “bau-bauan yang harum (yang berasal
dari tumbuh-tumbuhan atau akar-akaran)” fragrant smell which comes from
plants or roots—translated. In Indonesian, “aroma” is usually a word for
describing a good smell or fragrant. Further, based on Oxford Advanced Learner’s
Dictionary, it means “to have a particular smell”.
In this context of TT, “smell” means “emit an odor or scent of a specified
kind”. It also can be said that the word “smell” in this line has a strong and deep
meaning which specifically refers to the smell of his father’s shirt. The translator
also omitted the word “dan” from ST and changed it to fullstop (.) in TT. By
omitted the “dan” and changed it to fullstop, the translator wants to show that
those two things in this line are experienced separately at different moments. So,
the expression is concluded as communicative equivalence.
No. Data
A2/ST/Z1/N3

Source Text
Aku bicara
perihal segala

No. Data
A2/TT/Z1/N3

Target Text
Whatever it is I
choose to talk
about

Types of
Equivalence
C

“Aku bicara perihal segala” translated into “whatever it is I choose to
talk about”. This is included in communicative translation, because in this context
“aku bicara perihal segala” not literally translated into “I’m talking about
everything”, instead the translator using “whatever it is I choose to talk about”. He
translates “segala” to “whatever”. According to Kamus Besar Bahasa Indonesia,
it means “sekalian (tidak ada kecualinya); semua” (everything—translated). In
addition, he adds “choose” to convey the whole meaning from ST, which shows
what the author says to ‘you’, is everything he chooses to talk about only. This
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line shows the imagery from this poem, especially in auditory imagery.
No. Data

Source Text

A3/ST/Z3/N6

Besok barangkali
seseorang entah
siapa mengetuk
pintu

No. Data

Target Text

Types of
Equivalence

A3/TT/Z3/N6

Maybe tomorrow
someone will
knock on the
door

C

The translation of “seseorang entah siapa” is “someone”. In this line,
“entah siapa” is omitted and changed to “someone”. According to Oxford
Advanced Learner’s Dictionary, “someone” means “a person who is not known or
mentioned by name” which has the same meaning in Indonesian, according to
KBBI.
This line relates to earlier line which “maybe tomorrow”. In addition, in
the TT, there is an addition “will” to explain the possibility or predicting of the
future by the translator, which the purpose is already shown previously as in
“barangkali” that refers to the word “maybe” in the TT. According to KBBI,
“barangkali” means “mungkin; boleh jadi; kalau-kalau”. Based on the context,
the author hopes someone will come in the future.
The door in “someone will come to knock on the door” is symbolised his
intention to open his heart and willingness to accept someone new. Also, he
wishes it would happen tomorrow. Thus, this translation is concluded as
communicative because it is close with the meaning from ST.
b.

Personification
No. Data

Source Text

A1/ST/Z2/N4

Jendela terbuka
dan masa lampau
memasukiku
sebagai angin

No. Data

Target Text

Types of
Equivalence

A1/TT/Z2/N4

Through the
open window the
past enters me
like wind

C
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In this line, the first word that shows in the TT is “through”. According to
Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary, it means “from one end or side of
something/somebody to the other” and means “melalui” in Indonesian. According
to KBBI, “melalui” means “melewati”. In this context, “through” is added to
explain the phrase “the open window” in which to portray the access where the
wind come through, because in the ST there is no “melalui” before to explain that
situation.
The meaning of word “memasukiku” is divided into two words, which are
“memasuki” and “aku”. Here the word “memasuki” attached with prefix “-me”
and suffix“-i”, and the base is “masuk”. According to Kamus Besar Bahasa
Indonesia, “masuk” means “datang (pergi) ke dalam (ruangan, kamar,
lingkungan, dan sebagainya)” translated into “come (go) into a room,
environment, etc”. Moreover, based on Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary,
“enters” means “to come or go into something”.
This is communicative translation because the word “memasuki” does not
stand alone, it stands together with “sebagai angin” and becomes “memasukiku
sebagai angin” that translated into “the past enters me like wind”. “Memasukiku
sebagai angin” explains a condition when someone feels she or he is sick or
having fever. In Indonesia, it is known as “masuk angin”—this term has
similarity with fever in medical term, but known also as a combination of those
symptomps. (https://www.vice.com/en_asia/article/z4na7a/we-asked-an-expert-toexplain-medically-what-happens-when-you-catch-masuk-angin, 2017).
However, the term “masuk angin” is actually also known in medical term
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as “trapped wind”—which has the typical symptoms in the bowels include
stomach cramps, burping, bloating, flatulence, nausea, vomiting and pain
when

bending

over,

lying

down

or

with

physical

exercise.

(https://www.netdoctor.co.uk/healthy-living/a27441/causes-of-stomach-painache/, 2018)
The phrase “sebagai angin” in this line explains the previous one which
refers to “the past”. Its purpose is to explain that his past is making he sicks.
Meaning to say, his past keeps ghosting him which leads himself to in a bad
condition. In fact, this line is a proof of personification because the one that
actually can “come into” is human being only.
No. Data

Source Text

No. Data

Target Text

Types of
Equivalence

A2/ST/Z2/N7

Mereka tiba-tiba
bertunas

A2/TT/Z2/N7

Suddenly
starting to sprout

C

The word “bertunas” attached with prefix “-ber” and the base is
“tunas”. According to Kamus Besar Bahasa Indonesia, it means “ada tunasnya”.
In this context, “bertunas” here is not obviously and physically appears as
“sprout”, because “bertunas” here is contextually related to the previous line and
that line denotes to his loves.
“Bertunas” is translated “to sprout”, which in Oxford Advanced
Learner’s Dictionary means “to start to grow something; to start to grow on
somebody/something”. In this context it is related to the line that been mentioned
earlier, “Love is that old potato inside the fridge”. “Sprout” is supporting the
earlier line which refers to the “love” which continuously grows time by time.
Because love is an abstract thing, it does not really grow like the potato does in
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literal meaning. Hence this line is a personification and the translation in TT is
communicative, because the translator wants to produce a translation that has
meaning as close as possible of the ST to the readers.
No. Data

Source Text

A3/ST/Z1/N5

Tapi kau cahaya
telanjang
telentang di
sepasang mataku

No. Data

Target Text

Types of
Equivalence

A3/TT/Z1/N5

But you are the
naked light now
lolling on my
eyes

C

“Telentang” translated into “now lolling”. Based on Oxford Advanced
Learner’s Dictionary, the verb “lolling” stands from base “loll” and suffix “ing”.
“Loll” means “to lie, sit, or stand in a lazy, relaxed way”. According to KBBI,
“telentang” means “(terbaring, terletak, dan sebagainya) dadanya menghadap ke
atas” (lying down, located, etc, chest facing up—translated). This is a
communicative translation because in this context, the light is not literally
“telentang” but it radiates, it shines brightly in front of his eyes. It also adds
“now” in front of the word “lolling” to show the present time.
c.

Tone
No. Data

Source Text

No. Data

A2/ST/Z1/N4

Tetapi kau tidak
mendengar apaapa

A2/TT/Z1/N4

Target Text
You don’t want
to listen

Types of
Equivalence
C

“Tetapi kau tidak mendengar apa-apa” translated into “you don’t want to
listen”. In this context, this line relates to the previous line which is “aku bicara
perihal segala”. “Tidak mendengar apa-apa” is not word-to-word translated into
“don’t hear anything”, but it relates to context which the ‘you’ in this context is
showing that ‘you’ does not want to listen to everything that the author chooses to
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talk about. It does not mean that ‘you’ cannot listen to him, but because ‘you’ is
not intentionally or not willing to listen to the author, since they are in a bad
situation. This line is communicative translation because the translation text is
adjusted to the context of the ST.
No. Data

Source Text

No. Data

A3/ST/Z2/N1

Bagaimana cara
menyembunyikan
dirimu dari
diriku?

A3/TT/Z2/N1

Target Text
How can I heal
myself of you?

Types of
Equivalence
C

This line above has been changed the form of the original and
paraphrasing its meaning. “Bagaimana cara menyembunyikan dirimu dari
diriku?” translated into “how can I heal myself of you?”. There is a change in the
word “menyembunyikan” which usually translated into “hide” and in this context,
it is translated into “heal”, which means “menyembuhkan”. Based on Oxford
Advance Learner’s Dictionary, the definition of “hide” is “to cover something so
it cannot be seen or to keep something secret, especially your feelings”. (OALD,
2018).
Further, “heal” means “to cure somebody who is ill or make someone
happy again” or it also means “to put an end to something or make something
easier to bear” (OALD, 2018). Thus, in this context, the relation between hide and
heal is in terms of their meanings that “I” can finally bear something, it can make
“I” happy so not hurts anymore. Meaning to say the “I” embrace the pain and
reality that “I” has been facing. From this, the researcher can conclude that the
translation above refers to communicative translation, because the TT covers the
whole meaning of context of ST.
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No. Data
A3/ST/Z1/N1

Source Text
Aku ingin
istirahat
mengingatmu

No. Data

Target Text

Types of
Equivalence

A3/TT/Z1/N1

I want to rest and
to think of you

C

In the TT, the translator adds the conjunction “and” to connect the verb “to
rest” and “to think”. According to Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary, “and”
means “also; in addition to”. From the ST, there is no “dan” which is the
equivalent meaning for “and”. By this, the author would like to express a situation
where “istirahat mengingatmu” in this context means not only to rest, but also to
think of ‘you’. The “I” does not only want to sleep, but also want to forget the
memory of ‘you’ for temporarily. Thus, the word “dan” in which implicitly
translated into “and”, is emphasized to portray that the “I” is facing two things at
the same time. Therefore, the translation for this line is communicative.
2.

The Semantic Equivalence of Literary Elements in “Tidak Ada New

York Hari Ini” into “There Is No New York Today”
According to Newmark (1981) “semantic equivalence attempts to render,
as closely as the semantic and syntactic structures of TT, the exact contextual
meaning of the original” (p.38). By this, semantic equivalence has more tendency
to focus on the meaning itself based on the context and the form of the text itself.
a. Imagery
No. Data
A1/ST/Z2/N2

Source Text
Kupeluk tubuh
sendiri

No. Data

Target Text

Types of
Equivalence

A1/TT/Z2/N2

I embrace myself

S

“Kupeluk” is a combination word from “aku” and “peluk”. According to
Kamus Besar Bahasa Indonesia (KBBI), “peluk” means “dekap (pada leher,
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tubuh, dan sebagainya)”. In the TT, the translator chooses “embrace” to explain
“the act of putting your arms around somebody as sign of love or friendship”
(OALD, 2018).
Meanwhile, at the same time, the author embraces his own self because he
got no one except himself to calm him down, to make himself feels comfortable,
stronger, secured and loved. Here, the idea of embracing could also mean to show
that the author is alone and treating his own hurt, also trying to face everything by
himself. As the semantic equivalence meaning according to Newmark, the
translated text is based on the meaning of the words in ST. This line is concluded
semantic because the TT transfers the exact contextual meaning of the ST.
No. Data

Source Text

A2/ST/Z1/N2

kau berpikir,
tetapi aku tidak
bisa merasakan
detak jantungku
sendiri

No. Data

A2/TT/Z1/N2

Target Text
you think, but i
cannot feel the
beat of my own
heart

Types of
Equivalence

S

In this line, it is one of several lines that supports the “pessimist” tone
from the second poem. This is semantic translation because it transfers the whole
meaning from the ST to TT. The author feels pessimistic, because the previous
words “kau berpikir” shows that when “you” is thinking about something they are
talking about, the author uses his instinct to understand that all things he said is
not being responded, and he knows whatever the answer of “you” might be will
not fulfil his expectation, which at the end makes him disappointed and the love
may not grow anymore that covers the meaning of “tidak bisa merasakan detak
jantungku sendiri”.
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No. Data
A3/ST/Z3/N4

Source Text
Kubayangkan
diriku tidur di
pelupuknya

No. Data

Target Text

Types of
Equivalence

A3/TT/Z3/N4

I imagine myself
sleeping on its
eyelids

S

The word “kubayangkan” stands from “aku” and “bayangkan” from the
complete version of “membayangkan” in Indonesian that has base “bayang” and
suffix “-kan”, which translated into “I imagine”. According to Oxford Advanced
Learner’s Dictionary “imagine” is “to form a picture in your mind of what
something might be like”. Based on KBBI “membayangkan” means
“menggambarkan dalam pikiran; mengangan-angankan”. In this context the
word “imagine” transfers the meaning of the ST to describe something from the
author’s mind but in fact it is not really happened.
b. Personification
No. Data

Source Text

A3/ST/Z1/N5

Tapi kau cahaya
telanjang
telentang di
sepasang mataku

No. Data

Target Text

Types of
Equivalence

A3/TT/Z1/N5

But you are the
naked light now
lolling on my
eyes

S

“Cahaya telanjang” literally translated into “the naked light”. Based on
Longman Dictionary, “the naked light” means “a light that is not enclosed by a
cover” (2018) which transferred its whole meaning from ST to TT.
In this context, the phrase “the naked light” has the same meaning as
“spotlight” which shows ‘you’ are the spotlight for the author. ‘You’ are on the
author’s eyes and mind because ‘you’ is always keep ghosting his thought.
Meaning to say, ‘you’ is the one that the author always looks at. In this part, the
author also represents a situation where ‘I’ flashbacks or recalls his romantic
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experience that they went through together. However, if we look deeper, “light”
here is as the representation to show that ‘you’ is the saviour that the author thinks
he deserves and he cannot avoid that.
c. Tone
No. Data
A1/ST/Z4/N1

No. Data

Target Text

Types of
Equivalence

A1/TT/Z4/N1

Poetry is a
deserted museum

S

Source Text
Puisi adalah
museum yang
lengang

From this line, it is one of several lines that could support the “lonely”
tone of the first poem. The word “lengang” from Kamus Besar Bahasa Indonesia
means “sunyi sepi, tidak ramai, terasa sunyi (karena tidak ada teman)”, it has
been translated into “deserted” which according to Oxford Advanced Learner’s
Dictionary (OALD), means “a place with no people in it or left by a person or
people who do not intend to return”.
Here, poetry represents the author as someone who undergoes the
complicated experience or feeling. He also compares poetry with deserted
museum to reflect himself and describes with choosing word “deserted” to make
the readers understand that he is alone without anyone, he is left by someone else
who had filled him and there is no one with him right now. It explains that he is in
a situation where there is no one to rely on, which at the end leads him to feel
hollow and how lonely he is without the love. It is concluded as semantic
translation because it translates the whole literal meaning of “lengang” in ST.
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B.

The Applied Strategy of Literary Elements Translation in “Tidak Ada

New York Hari Ini” into “There Is No New York Today”
Translating a literature does not only translate word-to-word but also
translate its culture and history. In other words, literary translation employs the
historical and cultural elements contained in the text. (Lefevere, Translating
Literature, p. 134)
In this study, the researcher used Lefevere strategies on poetry translation.
According to Lefevere, there are seven strategies that can be used to translate
poetry. They are phonemic translation, literal translation, metrical translation,
poetry into prose translation, rhymed translation, blank/free verse translation, and
interpretation translation.
The researcher classifies all the data into seven strategies based on
Lefevere’s theories. However, there are only three strategies that found in the
research, which are literal, free, and interpretation translation. Therefore only
these three that listed on the chart:
Table 3.2. Result Types of Translation Strategy
30
25
20

Literal

15

Free

10

Interpret

5
0

Translation Strategy
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Based on the data on the chart above, the most widely strategy that is used in
translating literary elements is blank/free translation. From 15 selected data, there
are 5 data using literal translation, 3 data using interpretation translation, and 7
data using free translation.
The further explanations of how are Lefevere’s strategies are applied is given
as follows:
1. Literal Translation Strategy
There are three literary elements translated using literal translation
strategy. Literal translation is translating each word of the ST meaning of each
expression or sentence using words that sound natural in TT. It is known as word
for word translation. (Lefevere, 1975) The following list is the further explanation
and the result of data classification:
No. Data
A1/ST/Z4/N1

Source Text
Puisi adalah
museum yang
lengang

No. Data

Target Text

Types of
Strategy

A1/TT/Z4/N1

Poetry is a
deserted museum

L

From this line, it is one of several lines that could support the “lonely”
tone of the first poem. The word lengang from KBBI means “sunyi sepi, tidak
ramai, terasa sunyi (karena tidak ada teman)”. It literally translated into
“deserted” which according to Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary 2018
(OALD) means “a place with no people in it or left by a person or people who do
not intend to return”.
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No. Data

Source Text

A1/ST/Z4/N5

Aroma kemeja
ayah dan senyum
perempuan
yang tidak
membiarkanku
merindukan
senyum lain.

No. Data

Target Text

Types of
Strategies

A1/TT/Z4/N5

The smell of my
father’s shirt.
The smile of a
woman
who will not
permit to pine
for a different
smile.

L

The word “aroma kemeja ayah” is translated into “the smell of my
father’s shirt” which according to KBBI, the meaning of “aroma” is “fragrant
smell which come from plants or roots”. In Indonesian, “aroma” is usually a word
for describing a good smell or fragrant. But based on OALD, it means to have a
particular smell. In this context of TT, “smell” has meaning emit an odor or scent
of a specified kind. So, this categorized as literal translation.
No. Data

Source Text

A2/ST/Z1/N5

kau berpikir,
tetapi aku tidak
bisa merasakan
detak jantungku
sendiri

No. Data

A2/TT/Z1/N5

Target Text
You think, but i
cannot feel the
beat of my own
heart

Types of
Strategy

L

In this line, the previous words—“kau berpikir” is showing when the
author is thinking about something they are talking about, the author feels the
answer of ‘you’ could make him died and it makes him cannot feel the beat of his
own heart. Meaning to say, that the author does not ready for the answer of ‘you’
and would die because he is nervous, and that is covering the meaning of “aku
tidak bisa merasakan detak jantungku sendiri” which translated in literal meaning
into “I cannot feel the beat of my own heart”.
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No. Data
A3/ST/Z3/N4

Source Text
Kubayangkan
diriku tidur di
pelupuknya

No. Data

Target Text

Types of
Strategy

A3/TT/Z3/N4

I imagine myself
sleeping on its
eyelids

L

The word “kubayangkan” stands for “aku” and “bayangkan”, which
literally translated into “I imagine”. According to OALD “imagine” is “to form a
picture in your mind of what something might be like”, which transfer the literal
meaning of the word “bayangkan” from word “membayangkan” in ST which is
to describe something from the author’s head but it is not really happened. In this
line, the TT is transferring its whole meaning from ST, therefore it is a literal
translation.
No. Data
A3/ST/Z3/N5

Source Text
Aku tertelan
mimpi

No. Data
A3/TT/Z3/N5

Target Text
I am swallowed
by dreams

Types of
Strategy
L

The words “tertelan mimpi” is a personification that is translated into
“swallowed by dreams”. Swallowed by dreams is explaining in ST means that “I”
or the author completely dissolve in his wish. In other word, he is already being
somewhere with his wishes, where it is not really there and it is not real. It is
literal translation because the meaning of ST is transferred for each expression
that sounds natural in TT.
2. Interpretation Translation Strategy
Interpretation translation is paraphrasing the original lines of poem in ST
then creating a new one depending entirely on the content of ST, or the translator
keeps the core of the poem while makes change in the form that may lead to a
new poem that keeps nothing of the original but the title.
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No. Data
A2/ST/Z1/N3

Source Text
Aku bicara
perihal segala

No. Data
A2/TT/Z1/N3

Target Text
Whatever it is I
choose to talk
about

Types of
Strategy
I

“Aku bicara perihal segala” translated into “whatever it is I choose to talk
about”. This is included in interpretation translation because in this context “aku
bicara perihal segala” not literally translated into “I talk about everything”,
instead the translator using “whatever it is I choose to talk about” to convey the
whole meaning from ST in this context that is showing whatever the author says
to ‘you’ is everything he chooses to talk about only. The translator is paraphrasing
the meaning of this sentence, which is why this is an interpretation translation.
No. Data

Source Text

No. Data

A2/ST/Z1/N4

Tetapi kau tidak
mendengar apaapa

A2/TT/Z1/N4

Target Text
You don’t want
to listen

Types of
Strategy
I

“Tetapi kau tidak mendengar apa-apa” translated into “you don’t want to
listen”. First, the word “tetapi” omitted from the TT, because the translator thinks
the conjunction “tetapi” does not really needed. In this context, this line also
related to the previous line which is “aku bicara perihal segala”. The ‘you’ in
this context is showing that ‘you’ do not want to listen to everything that the
author chooses to talk about, not because ‘you’ cannot to listen to him. There is an
addition of “want” here to describe the situation between the author and ‘you’.
This line is interpretation translation because the translation text is paraphrasing
and adjusting the context of the ST.
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No. Data

Source Text

No. Data

A3/ST/Z2/N1

Bagaimana cara
menyembunyikan
dirimu dari
diriku?

A3/TT/Z2/N1

Target Text

Types of
Strategy

How can I heal
myself of you?

I

This line is an interpretetion translation because it changes the form of the
original and paraphrasing its meaning. “Bagaimana cara menyembunyikan dirimu
dari diriku?” translated into “how can I heal myself of you?”, there is a change in
the word “menyembunyikan” which usually translated into “hide”, but it is
translated into “heal”, which means “menyembuhkan”.
Based on OALD, “hide” means “to cover something so it cannot be seen
or to keep something secret, especially your feelings”. Meanwhile based on the
same reference, “heal” means “to cure somebody who is ill or make someone
happy again or it also means to put an end to something or make something easier
to bear”. So in this context, the relation between “hide” and “heal” is when we can
finally bear something, it can make us happy so we are not hurts anymore. In
other words, the translator wants to convey the deeper meaning of this line in ST
that our feelings which hurt us so bad is no longer hurting or tough for us.
3. Blank/Free Verse Translation Strategy
Blank/free verse translation is producing a translation with stylistic
qualities of the target language (TL) culture or to find the proper equivalents in
the TL with proper semantic results.
No. Data
A1/ST/Z2/N2

Source Text
Kupeluk tubuh
sendiri

No. Data

Target Text

Types of
Strategy

A1/TT/Z2/N2

I embrace myself

F

“Kupeluk” is a combination from words “aku” and “peluk”. According
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to Kamus Besar Bahasa Indonesia (KBBI), “peluk” means “dekap (pada leher,
tubuh, dan sebagainya)”. In the TT, the translator chooses “embrace” to explain
“the act of putting your arms around somebody as sign of love or friendship”
(OALD, 2018).
This is a free translation because the word “embrace” showing the proper
equivalents for the word “peluk”. In this context “embrace” means to make the
author feels comfortable, stronger, secured and loved. And also, based on the
poem, the author is alone, “embrace” portray how he is treating his own hurt and
accepting himself.
No. Data

Source Text

No. Data

Target Text

Types of
Strategy

A1/ST/Z2/N7

Kau yang panas
di kening

A1/TT/Z2/N7

You are the
fever in my mind

F

From this line, “panas” is translated into “fever”. According to KBBI,
the definition of word “panas” is “terasa seperti terbakar atau terasa dekat
dengan api; bersuhu relatif tinggi.” And based on OALD, “fever” means “a
medical condition in which a person has a temperature that is higher than normal”.
In this context, “panas di kening” shows an illness or it shows that the
author/‘I’ is in unwell condition because of think about his past, which at the end
makes him to be sick and ghosted. It covers by “fever in my mind” as a free
translation because it denotes the ST to a condition where the thought makes the
author becomes sick just by remember his past.
No. Data

Source Text

A1/ST/Z2/N4

Jendela terbuka
dan masa lampau
memasukiku
sebagai angina

No. Data

Target Text

Types of
Strategy

A1/TT/Z2/N4

Through the
open window the
past enters me
like wind

F
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In this line, the first word that shows in the TT is “through”. According
to Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary, it means “from one end or side of
something/somebody to the other” and means “melalui” in Indonesian. According
to KBBI, “melalui” means “melewati”. In this context, “through” is added to
explain the phrase “the open window”.
The meaning of word “memasukiku” is divided into two words, which
are “memasuki” and “aku”. Here the word “memasuki” attached by prefix “-me”
and suffix“-i”, and the base is “masuk”. According to KBBI, “masuk” means
“datang (pergi) ke dalam (ruangan, kamar, lingkungan, dan sebagainya)”
translated into “come (go) into a room, environment, etc”. Moreover, based on
OALD, “enters” means “to come or go into something”. This is free translation
for the word “memasukiku” because the word “memasuki” and “enters” is sharing
the proper semantic results. It also does not stand alone, it stands together with
“sebagai angin” and “memasukiku sebagai angin” translated into “the past enters
me like wind”.
No. Data

Source Text

No. Data

Target Text

Types of
Strategies

A2/ST/Z2/N7

Mereka tiba-tiba
bertunas

A2/TT/Z2/N7

Suddenly
starting to sprout

F

The word “bertunas” is translated into “sprout” and the word “mereka”
in earlier of this line is omitted. Based on OALD 2018, “sprout” means “to start to
grow something; to start to grow on somebody/something”. Which in this context,
“sprout” is supporting the earlier line which refers to “love”. Because love is an
abstract thing, it does not really grow like the potato does in literal meaning.
Hence this line is a free translation because “sprout” describes the whole meaning.
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No. Data
A3/ST/Z1/N1

Source Text
Aku ingin
istirahat
mengingatmu

No. Data

Target Text

Types of
Strategy

A3/TT/Z1/N1

I want to rest and
to think of you

F

“Istirahat mengingatmu” translated into “to rest and to think of you”. In
the TT, the translator adds the conjunction “and” to connect the verb “to rest” and
“to think”. From the ST, there is no “dan” which is the equivalent meaning for
“and”. By this, the author would like to express a situation where “istirahat
mengingatmu” in this context means that the author is not only want to rest, but
also to think of ‘you’ at the same time. Here, the ‘I’ does not only want to sleep,
but also want to forget the memory of ‘you’ for temporarily. Thus, the word
“dan” in which implicitly translated into “and” is emphasized to portray that the
‘I’ is facing two things together, which is the meaning of this context.
No. Data

Source Text

A3/ST/Z1/N5

Tapi kau cahaya
telanjang
telentang di
sepasang mataku

No. Data

Target Text

Types of
Strategy

A3/TT/Z1/N5

But you are the
naked light now
lolling on my
eyes

F

From this line, “cahaya telanjang telentang” translated into “the naked
light now lolling”. Based on OALD, the verb “loll” means “to lie, sit, or stand in a
lazy, relaxed way”. According to KBBI, “telentang” means “(terbaring, terletak,
dan sebagainya) dadanya menghadap ke atas”. Contextually, this line means to
show ‘you’ are the spotlight for the author. ‘You’ are on the author’s eyes and be
there in his mind because ‘you’ are always ghosting his thought. Meaning to say,
‘you’ are the one that the author always looks at and that ‘you’ is the saviour that
the author thinks he deserves and he cannot avoid that.
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No. Data

Source Text

A3/ST/Z3/N6

Besok barangkali
seseorang entah
siapa mengetuk
pintu

No. Data

Target Text

Types of
Strategy

A3/TT/Z3/N6

Maybe tomorrow
someone will
knock on the
door

F

The translation of “seseorang entah siapa” is “someone”. In this line,
“entah siapa” is omitted and changed to “someone”. According to OALD 2018,
“someone” means “a person who is not known or mentioned by name” which has
the same meaning in Indonesian, according to KBBI. Thus, this translation is
concluded as free translation because it shares the same semantic properties.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION

The aim of this research is to find out the equivalence types in English
translation of literary elements in the three selected poems in M. Aan Mansyur’s
“Tidak Ada New York Hari Ini” poems collection book and to reveal the
strategies applied by the translator. There were total 52 data found in the research
and 15 data are selected to be analyzed.
In classifying three literal elements which are imagery, personification,
and tone into types of equivalence, Newmark’s theories were used in this
research. There are two types of equivalence, they are communicative and
semantic equivalence. From 52 data in “Tidak Ada New York Hari Ini” poems
collection book, there are 30 communicative equivalence and 22 semantic
equivalence. Based on this data, communicative equivalence is the most widely
used in literary elements of “Tidak Ada New York Hari Ini” poems collection.
In the case of applied strategies in literary elements’ translations,
Lefevere’s strategies are used. Based on the data result, there are three strategies
that actually used and applied, first is literal translation, second is blank/free
translation, third is interpretation translation. From 52 data, there are 21 data using
literal translation, 4 data using interpretation translation, and 27 data using
blank/free translation. This result proves that the translator usually uses blank/free
translation in “Tidak Ada New York Hari Ini” poems collection.
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In conclusion, to answer the first research question, the translation of
literary elements in “Tidak Ada New York Hari Ini” poems collection mostly uses
communicative equivalence. It means that literary element translation is conveyed
on its readers an effect as close as possible and it is more direct to that obtained on
the readers of the original. Moreover, to answer the second research question, the
strategy that is generally used in this research is blank/free translation. By using
the blank/free translation, it means that to find the proper equivalents or proper
semantic results in target language, so that it does not eliminate the stylistics
qualities of the target language culture. The researcher concludes that the
important thing in translating literary elements is the meaning as in the literal and
exact meaning of the original has to be delivered in the target language, even
though it has to change in the form of text.
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APPENDIX 1
The first poem,
Tidak Ada New York Hari Ini
Tidak Ada New York Hari Ini. Tidak Ada
New York kemarin. Aku sendiri dan tidak
berada di sini. Semua orang adalah orang lain.
Bahasa ibu adalah kamar tidurku. Kupeluk
tubuh sendiri. Dan cinta—kau tak ingin aku
mematikan mata lampu. Jendela terbuka
dan masa lampau memasukiku sebagai angin.
Meriang. Meriang. Aku meriang. Kau yang panas
di kening. Kau yang dingin di kenang.
Hari ini tidak pernah ada. Kemarin tidak nyata.
Aku sendiri dan tidak menulis puisi ini. Semua
kata tubuh mati semata.
Puisi adalah museum yang lengang. Masa remaja
dan negeri jauh. Jatuh dan patah. Foto-foto hitam
putih. Aroma kemeja ayah dan senyum perempuan
yang tidak membiarkanku merindukan senyum lain.
Tidak ada pengunjung. Tidak ada pengunjung.
Di balik jendela, langit sedang mendung.
Tidak ada puisi hari ini. Tidak ada puisi kemarin.
Aku menghapus seluruh kata sebelum sempat
menuliskannya.

There Is No New York Today
(Translated)
There is no New York today.
There is no New York yesterday.
I am alone and am not here.
Everyone is someone else.
My mother tongue is my bedroom.
I embrace myself.
And love—you don’t want me
to extinguish light’s eyes.
Through the open window
the past enters me like wind.
I shiver. Shiver. Shiver.
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You are the fever in my mind,
you are the frost in my memory.
There is no today. Yesterday is not real.
I am alone and not writing this poem.
Words are but lifeless souls.
Poetry is a deserted museum. Days of youth
and a far-away land. Fallen and broken. Black and white
photographs. The smell of my father’s shirt. The smile of a woman
who will not permit to pine for a different smile.
There are no visitors. There are no visitors.
Outside the window, the sky is overcast.
There is no poetry today. There was no poetry yesterday.
I erase all the words even before I have the chance
to write them.
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APPENDIX 2
The second poem,
Di Depan Lemari Pendingin
Ada waktu-waktu tertentu saat langit
melihat semata ada aku berjalan sendiri
ke mana-mana. Aku bicara perihal segala,
tetapi kau tidak mendengar apa-apa. Kau
berpikir, tetapi aku tidak bisa merasakan
detak jantungku sendiri.
Ada saat kau menemukan cinta
adalah umbi-umbian di lemari pendingin.
Mereka tiba-tiba bertunas meskipun sudah
lama lupa rupa dan aroma tanah.

Inside the Fridge
(Translated)
There are certain times when the sky
sees only me, wandering by myself, alone.
Whatever it is I choose to talk about
you don’t want to listen.
You think, but I cannot feel
the beat of my own heart.
When was it that you discovered
love is that old potato inside the fridge,
suddenly starting to sprout
long after the feel and scent of the soil are gone?
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APPENDIX 3
The third poem,
Aku Ingin Istirahat
Aku ingin istirahat mengingatmu, tapi kepalaku sudah jadi kamar tidurmu
jauh sebelum aku mengenal namamu. Aku ingin terpejam memimpikan
wajah lain beberapa jam, tapi kau cahaya telanjang terlentang di sepasang
mataku. Aku ingin memintamu bangun, tapi kau diam dan gerak di
lenganku. Kau bunyi dan sunyi di suaraku.
Bagaimana cara menyembunyikan dirimu dari diriku?
Malam ini tidak ada yang sanggup kulakukan selain membuka jendela dan
menatap kekosongan hingga langit menutup matanya yang tenang dan
lapang. Kubayangkan diriku tidur di pelupuknya. Aku tertelan mimpi. Besok
barangkali seseorang entah siapa mengetuk pintu. Aku bangun dan tidak
bisa menemukan diriku lagi.

I Want to Rest
(Translated)
I want to rest and to think of you, but my head turned into your bedroom
long before I even know your name. I want to close my eyes and dream of a
different face for a few hours but you are the naked light now lolling on my
eyes. I want to ask you to awake, but you are quiet and moving in my arms.
You are the sound and the silence in my voice.
How can I heal myself of you?
Tonight there is nothing I can do except to open the window and stare
Emptily until the sky closes its vast and limpid eyes. I imagine myself
sleeping on its eyelids. I am swallowed by dreams. Maybe tomorrow
someone will come to knock on the door. And I will awake and be unable to
locate myself again.
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APPENDIX 4
ST AND TT DATA
No

No Data

Source Text

1

A1/ST/Z1/N1

2

A1/ST/Z1/N2

3

A1/ST/Z1/N3

4

A1/ST/Z1/N4

5

A1/ST/Z2/N1

6

A1/ST/Z2/N2

7

A1/ST/Z2/N3

8
9

A1/ST/Z2/N4
A1/ST/Z2/N5

10

A1/ST/Z2/N6

11

A1/ST/Z2/N8

12

A1/ST/Z3/N1

13

A1/ST/Z3/N2

14

A1/ST/Z3/N3

15

A1/ST/Z3/N4

16

A1/ST/Z4/N1

17

A1/ST/Z4/N2

18

A1/ST/Z4/N3

Jatuh dan patah

A1/TT/Z4/N3

Fallen and broken

19

A1/ST/Z4/N4

Foto-foto hitam putih

A1/TT/Z4/N4

Black and white
photographs

Tidak ada New York
hari ini
Tidak ada New York
kemarin
Aku sendiri dan tidak
berada di sini
Semua orang adalah
orang lain
Bahasa ibu adalah
kamar tidurku

No Data

A1/TT/Z1/N1
A1/TT/Z1/N2
A1/TT/Z1/N3
A1/TT/Z1/N4
A1/TT/Z2/N1

Target Text

There is no New York
today
There is no New York
yesterday
I am alone and am not
here
Everyone is someone
else
My mother tongue is
my bedroom

Kupeluk tubuh sendiri
Jendela terbuka dan
masa lampau
memasukiku sebagai
angin
Meriang
Aku meriang
Kau yang panas di
kening
Kau yang dingin di
kenang
Hari ini tidak pernah
ada

A1/TT/Z2/N2

I embrace myself

A1/TT/Z2/N3

Through the open
window the past enters
me like wind

A1/TT/Z3/N1

There is no today

Kemarin tidak nyata

A1/TT/Z3/N2

Yesterday is not real

Aku sendiri dan tidak
menulis puisi ini
Semua kata tubuh mati
semata
Puisi adalah museum
yang lengang
Masa remaja dan negeri
jauh

A1/TT/Z2/N4
A1/TT/Z2/N5
A1/TT/Z2/N6
A1/TT/Z2/N8

A1/TT/Z3/N3
A1/TT/Z3/N4
A1/TT/Z4/N1
A1/TT/Z4/N2
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Shiver
I shiver
You are the fever in my
mind
You are the frost in my
memory

I am alone and not
writing this poem
Words are but lifeless
souls
Poetry is a deserted
museum
Days of youth and a
far-away land
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No

20

21

No Data

A1/ST/Z4/N5

A1/ST/Z4/N5

Source Text

Aroma kemeja ayah
dan senyum perempuan
yang tidak
membiarkanku
merindukan senyum
lain
Aroma kemeja ayah
dan senyum perempuan
yang tidak
membiarkanku
merindukan senyum
lain
Aroma kemeja ayah
dan senyum perempuan
yang tidak
membiarkanku
merindukan senyum
lain

No Data

Target Text

A1/TT/Z4/N5

The smell of my
father’s shirt. The smile
of a woman who will
not permit me to pine
for a different smile

A1/TT/Z4/N5

The smell of my
father’s shirt. The smile
of a woman who will
not permit me to pine
for a different smile

A1/TT/Z4/N5

The smell of my
father’s shirt. The smile
of a woman who will
not permit me to pine
for a different smile
There are no visitors

22

A1/ST/Z4/N5

23

A1/ST/Z4/N6

Tidak ada pengunjung

A1/TT/Z4/N6

24

A1/ST/Z4/N7

Di balik jendela, langit
sedang mendung

A1/TT/Z4/N7

25

A1/ST/Z5/N1

Tidak ada puisi hari ini

A1/TT/Z5/N1

26

A1/ST/Z5/N2

Tidak ada puisi kemarin

A1/TT/Z5/N2

A1/ST/Z5/N3

Aku menghapus seluruh
kata sebelum sempat
menuliskannya

28

A2/TT/Z1/N1

Ada waktu-waktu
tertentu saat langit
melihat semata ada aku
berjalan sendiri ke
mana-mana

29

A2/ST/Z1/N2

30

A2/ST/Z1/N3

27

31

A2/ST/Z1/N4

Aku bicara perihal
segala
Tetapi kau tidak
mendengar apa-apa
Kau berpikir, tetapi aku
tidak bisa merasakan
detak jantungku sendiri

Outside the window,
the sky is overcast
There is no poetry
today
There was no poetry
yesterday

A1/TT/Z5/N3

I erase all the words
even before I have the
chance to write them

A2/TT/Z1/N1

There are certain times
when the sky
Sees only me,
wandering by myself,
alone

A2/TT/Z1/N2

Whatever it is I choose
to talk about

A2/TT/Z1/N3

You dont want to listen

A2/TT/Z1/N4

You think, but I cannot
feel the beat of my own
heart
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No

No Data

Source Text

A2/ST/Z2/N1

Ada saat kau
menemukan cinta
adalah umbi-umbian di
lemari pendingin

A2/TT/Z2/N1

When was it that you
discovered love is that
old potato inside the
fridge

33

A2/ST/Z2/N2

Mereka tiba-tiba
bertunas meskipun
sudah

A2/TT/Z2/N2

Suddenly starting to
sprout

34

A2/ST/Z2/N3

Lama lupa rupa dan
aroma tanah

A2/TT/Z2/N3

Long after the feel and
scent of the soil are
gone?

35

A2/ST/Z2/N3

Lama lupa rupa dan
aroma tanah

A2/TT/Z2/N3

36

A3/ST/Z1/N1

Aku ingin istirahat
mengingatmu

A3/TT/Z1/N1

A3/ST/Z1/N2

Tapi kepalaku sudah
jadi kamar tidurmu
Jauh sebelum aku
mengenal namamu

A3/ST/Z1/N3

Aku ingin terpejam
memimpikan wajah lain
beberapa jam

A3/ST/Z1/N4

Tapi kau cahaya
telanjang telentang di
sepasang mataku

A3/ST/Z1/N4

Tapi kau cahaya
telanjang telentang di
sepasang mataku

41

A3/ST/Z1/N5

Aku ingin memintamu
bangun, tapi kau diam
dan gerak di lenganku

42

A3/ST/Z1/N6

43

A3/ST/Z2/N1

32

37

38

39

40

Kau bunyi dan sunyi di
suaraku
Bagaimana cara
menyembunyikan
dirimu dari diriku?

No Data

Target Text

Long after the feel and
scent of the soil are
gone?
I want to rest and to
think of you

A3/TT/Z1/N2

But my head turned into
your bedroom
Before I even knew
your name

A3/TT/Z1/N3

I want to close my eyes
and dream of a different
face for a few hours

A3/TT/Z1/N4

But you are the naked
light now lolling on my
eyes

A3/TT/Z1/N4

But you are the naked
light now lolling on my
eyes

A3/TT/Z1/N5

I want to ask you to
awake, but you are
quiet and moving in my
arms

A3/TT/Z1/N6

You are the sound and
the silence in my voice

A3/TT/Z2/N1

How can I heal myself
of you?
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No

No Data

Source Text

No Data

Target Text

A3/TT/Z3/N1

Tonight there is nothing
I can do except to open
the window and stare
emptily

A3/TT/Z3/N1

Tonight there is nothing
I can do except to open
the window and stare
emptily

A3/ST/Z3/N1

Malam ini tidak ada
yang sanggup
kulakukan selain
membuka jendela dan
menatap kekosongan

A3/ST/Z3/N1

Malam ini tidak ada
yang sanggup
kulakukan selain
membuka jendela dan
menatap kekosongan

46

A3/ST/Z3/N1

Malam ini tidak ada
yang sanggup
kulakukan selain
membuka jendela dan
menatap kekosongan

A3/TT/Z3/N1

Tonight there is nothing
I can do except to open
the window and stare
emptily

47

A3/ST/Z3/N2

Hingga langit menutup
matanya yang tenang
dan lapang

A3/TT/Z3/N2

Until the sky closes its
vast and limpid eyes

48

A3/ST/Z3/N3

Kubayangkan diriku
tidur di pelupuknya

A3/TT/Z3/N3

49

A3/ST/Z3/N4

Aku tertelan mimpi

A3/TT/Z3/N4

50

A3/ST/Z3/N5

Besok barangkali
seseorang entah siapa
mengetuk pintu

A3/TT/Z3/N5

Maybe tomorrow
someone will come to
knock on the door
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A3/ST/Z3/N5

Besok barangkali
seseorang entah siapa
mengetuk pintu

A3/TT/Z3/N5

Maybe tomorrow
someone will come to
knock on the door

A3/ST/Z3/N6

Aku bangun dan tidak
bisa menemukan diriku
lagi

A3/TT/Z3/N6

And I will awake and
be unable to locate
myself again

44

45

52

I imagine myself
sleeping on its eyelids
I am swallowed by
dreams

